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Introduction

Let be the virtual subgroup of Z (the integers) defined by an ergodic mea-
sure-preserving transformation on an analytic finite (nonatomic) measure
space X. A homomorphism F: - -- ‘4 (a locally compact second countable
group) has dense range if the Anzai skew product transformation on X x ‘4,
defined by F and , is ergodic. The main results obtained in this paper are as
follows. (a) For every compact second countable group ‘4 there exists a homo-
morphism F: - - ‘4, with dense range. This responds partially to the problem
raised by Mackey (1968) as to whether a virtual subgroup admits a homo-
mbrphism "onto" a particular compact group, i.e., with dense range. (b) For
every countable abelian group ‘4, there exists a homomorphism F: " - ,4,
with dense range.
The basic approach to obtaining results (a) and (b) is to construct for each

group, ‘4, a virtual group and strict homomorphism of that virtual group into
‘4 with dense range. The virtual groups and homomorphisms all arise from
rather conventional examples of free ergodic actions of groups. Then the results
of Dye in 1959 and 1963 are applied to show that the virtual groups used for
(nontrivial) ‘4 compact second countable or countable abelian are all similar to
---in fact, isomorphic (mod i.c.’s). Since the existence of a homomorphism
with dense range F: - ‘4 (fixed ‘4) is a similarity invariant for the results
(a) and (b) follow immediately.
The results (a) and (b) have interesting consequences in regards to the first

cohomology of , i.e.,

HI(-; B) {homomorphisms h: - B} mod similarity,

where the coefficient group B is an analytic Borel group. In [W-1] we prove
that if F: - A has dense range then the induced map on the cohomology

F*: HI(A; B) Hx(-; B)

is injective. Hence, using the well-known duality theory for abelian groups (say
as in [P]), for B the circle group, H(’; B) contains as subgroups every count-
able abelian group (by (a)) and every compact abelian second countable group
(by (b)).
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Section

Suppose G and A are locally compact second countable groups, and that G
acts as a Borel transformation group on an analytic Borel space X, preserving
the measure class of a finite measure, m, on X. The action of G is assumed to
be ergodic. We form the ergodic groupoid (or virtual group) X x G as in
[M-l] or [R] (see these references for standard terminology regarding virtual
groups). We use the definitions of strict homomorphism, homomorphism, strict
similarity, and similarity as given in rR, 6.1-6.14]. The measure class on X x G
is that ofm Haar measure for G. The composition is given by (x, g)’(x’, g’)
(x, g9’) iff x gx’, and (x, g)-1 (9-lX, g-l). We write gx or g(x) for the
image of x under the action of g G.

Suppose that F: X G --, A is a strict homomorphism, i.e., Fis a Borel map
and F(x, 9)F(9-Ix, g’) F(x, 99’). We define an action of G x A on X x A
by (9, b)(x, a) (gx, baF(x, g-1)), as in [M-1]. The action of G x A pre-
serves the measure class of m x m’, where m’ is Haar measure on A. The action
of G (via the natural identification with G x {1 }) on X x A is the skew product
group action, which generalizes Anzai’s construction of a skew product trans-
formation, as described in l-M-l]. The action of A (via the natural identification
with {1} A) commutes with that of G. Both actions extend naturally to
Boolean actions on the measure algebra M(X x A) of Borel sets in X x A
mod m x m’ null sets. Then M(X x A), the set of G invariant elements in
M(X x A), is invariant under the action of A. By Mackey’s "point realization"
technique, as described in [R], the Boolean action of A on M(X x A) can be
induced by a Borel action of A on an analytic measure space W, with an A
invariant measure class. The action of A on Wis ergodic, M(W) - M(X x A),
and the virtual group W x A is determined by the Boolean action, up to an
inessential contraction.

If F is a homomorphism, but not strict, then there is a conull Borel set

X
___
X such that the restriction F:X x G /X A is a strict homo-

morphism. [W-I] deals with this complication in the general case, however if
G is countable the simplest policy is to form X2 ( gX. Then X2 is a
Borel conull and invariant subset of X. Taking a further i.c. to X2 yields
X G/X2 X2 x G and the skew product action is then defined on

X2 X A.
The following definitions are due to Mackey and are discussed and motivated

in [M-1] and [M-23.

1.0 DEFINITION. A homomorphism F: X x G --, A has dense range iff the
corresponding skew product action of G is ergodic.

1.1 DEFINITION. If a homomorphism F: X x G --, A has dense range the
virtual group defined by the corresponding ergodic skew product action of G
is called the kernel of F.
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1.2 Remarks. In the terminology of ILl, a virtual group , with a homo-
morphism F: A is called a virtual group over A and is an object in the
Mackey category M(A). The Mackey functor M sends the pair , F into an
ergodic action of A on an analytic Borel space, say W, with an invariant measure
class. If X x G, then the action of A on the space W can be obtained by
the construction described above. We observe that a homomorphism
F: X x G A has dense range iff the action of A on W is isomorphic to the
trivial action of A on a single point.

1.3 THEOREM. Given a homomorphism F" X x G --, A and a closed normal
subgroup C of A, let p" A --, A/C be the natural projection. Then F p. F"
X x G --, A/C has dense range iff the (restricted from A) action of C on W is

er#odic.

Proof. F has dense range iff the measure algebra M(X x A/C) is trivial.
There is a natural isomorphism

*" M(X x A/C) M(X x A)xc,
induced by tk" X x A - X x A/C; qS(x, a) (x, aC). Moreover, M(X x A)6c

is easily identified with M(W)c. Hence F has dense range iff M(W)c is trivial
iff the action of C on W is ergodic.
We find the following lemma of great value in constructing homomorphisms

with dense range, in connection with the result (b) mentioned in the introduction.

1.4 LEMMA. If H is a closed normal subyroup of G then the strict homo-
morphism F: X x G --, G/H; F(x, #) oH, has dense range iff the (restricted
from G) action of H on X is ergodic.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.3 to the special case---A G, C H, F" X x G --,

G; Fa(x, 9) 9. The action of G on W (defined by F) is naturally isomorphic
to that of G on X. The map

h" X x G --, X; h(x, #) 9x

induces an isomorphism h*" M(X)--, M(X x G)ex{1} M(W). Then the
action of H on W is ergodic iff the action of H on X is ergodic.

Next, we sketch briefly how Dye’s work on weak equivalence of groups of
measure preserving transformations applies to virtual groups, using the
terminology of I-D-l], cf. I-M-3, p. 229]. Suppose Gx and G2 are groups of
freely acting measure-preserving automorphisms of finite separable nonatomic
measure algebras M and M’, respectively. We assume here that G and G2 are
countable groups and that their actions are ergodic. Then the automorphisms
are induced by measure-preserving transformations of (nonatomic) analytic
Borel spaces X and X’ with finite measures m and m’, and the corresponding
actions of G and G2 are ergodic and free (see JR, Section 3]). By clipping
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appropriate null sets we can assume all isotropy subgroups of G1 and G2 are
trivial.

Suppose that X X’ and that G1 and G2 are equivalent as defined in [D-1].
We can define (after clipping suitable null sets from X) an isomorphism of virtual
groups ’X x G1 X x G2 by sending (x, q) into (x, g’) where g’ is the
unique element in G2 such that g’(g-lx) x. Next, suppose that G1 and G2

are weakly equivalent (X not necessarily X’). Then there are invariant Borel
conull sets Xo and X in X and X’, respectively, and a measure class preserving
Borel isomorphism b" Xo - Xd such that G qSGlb-1 is equivalent to G2.

b then induces an isomorphism

" Xo x G -+ X) x G’,; ((x, g) ((x), g-’),

of virtual groups. Accordingly, we obtain the following result.

1.5 LEMMA. The weak equivalence of the countable freely acting ergodic
automorpbism (or transformation) groups G1 and G2 implies the iaomorphism
(mod i.c.’s) of the corresponding irtual groups X x G1 and X’ x G.
An isomorphism (mod i.c.’s) of two virtual groups easily establishes that the

virtual groups are similar.

1.6 LEMMA. Suppose that the virtual groups f#l and (#2 are similar via homo-
morphisms

c (# (92 and 9 f92 (91

and that F2" f#2 -* A is a strict homomorphism with dense range. Then F1
F2 qb" f A is a homomorphism with dense range.

Proof. Apply Theorem 7.11 in I-R, p. 299]. The Boolean A-space defined in
I-R] by F is trivial iff F has dense range. If F2 were not strict, then F2 and b
may not be composable. However, [R] shows that there exists b’ similar to 4
such that F2 and b’ are composable. Then Lemma 1.6 is valid for F1 F2" b’.

Section 2

Given a compact second countable group, A, with normalized Haar measure
m’, we construct Az, the set of all sequences (ak), k Z, ak A, with the count-
able product Borel structure and measure m. Az is (with the countable product
topology and under pointwise multiplication) a compact second countable
group with normalized Haar measure m. We define : Az Az by O((ak))
(ak-1). Then is an invertible, Borel, and measure-preserving transformation.

defines a free ergodic action of Z on Az in which n Z is sent into ". We
form the principal virtual group Az x Z aJ(A).

2.0 THEOREM. If A is a compact second countable group, then the strict
homomorphism F: f(A) - A, specified by F((ak), 1) ao, has dense range.
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Proof. Consider the map

V: Az Az x A; V((ak)) ((alak+l), ao).

Then it is easy to verify that V is a bijective map and a Borel isomorphism, and
commutes with and the skew product transformation OF of Az x A, i.e.,

V(O- l((ak)) V((ak+ 1)) ((alak+ 2), al) O- V((ak)).

We next show that V is measure preserving. This will establish that the skew
product transformation is ergodic (so F has dense range), as well as the curious
result that is isomorphic to OF (via V). We introduce the map

W: A x Az --, Az x A; W(a, (ak)) ((a-lak+l), aao)

and the map

Then the diagram
c" A x Az --, AZ; c(a, (ak)) (aak).

AxAZ w

Az Az x A

commutes, and V will be shown to be measure-preserving when we prove that
c,(m’ x m)= m and W,(m’ x m)= m x m’. Take a Borel set D in Az.
Then

c,(m’ x m)(D)- m’ x m(c-l(D))= m’ x m({(a, (ak))" (ak) a-lD})

(apply the Fubini Theorem, first fixing a and then integrating with respect to m’)

f re(a- 10) dm’(a) m(O).

Thus c.(m’ x m) m. Next, take a cylinder E= I-[C x C_ Az x A,
where C and the C’s are Borel sets in A and the C’s are equal to A except
possibly for a finite number of indices (say A for < -n and > n, for
some positive integer n). Let

Rp {x (a_,,, a_,,+ l, a,,+ l_p)" ai+ aiCi}

and mp be the product measure on A x A x x A (2n + 2 p copies of A).
Then

W.(m’ x m)(E) m’ x rn(W- a(E))

m’ x m({(a, (ak))" at+ aiCi and a Caff 1})

(apply Fubini’s Theorem--first fix (ak) and then integrate over Ro with measure
mo)

f m’(Caff ) dmo(x)= m’(C)mo(Ro)
dR
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(to deal with Ro we again apply Fubini’s Theorem, fixing all components of
x e Ro except the last--a,+ and then integrating over R1 with measure ml)

m’(C) I_ m’(a,C,) dm (x) m’(C)m’(C,)m I(R 1)

(continuing this process eventually yields)

m’(C)m’(C,)...m’(C_,) m’ x m(E).

2.1 COROLLARY. If A is a compact second countable group then there is a
homomorphism F: A, with dense range.

Proof. If A is trivial then so is the corollary. If A is nontrivial then by
[D-1] and application of Lemma 1.5 we find (A) is isomorphic (mod i.c.’s)
to -. Then Corollary 2.1 follows directly from Theorem 2.0 and Lemma 1.6.

Section 3

Suppose that K is a countable group. We let S be the set of all functions
f: K--. Z with finite support. Then S is a countable abelian group under
pointwise addition of functions. K acts on S, sending f e S into Lkf, Lkf(h)
f(k-lh), for each k e K. We define X(K)= the dual of S the homo-
morphisms of S into the circle group. X(K) is a compact second countable
abelian group; in fact, it is just the product of n copies of the unit circle, where
n is the cardinal number of K. K acts on X(K), sending the character b into
Lkqb dp.L 1, which is also a character since each Lk’. S -- S is an auto-
morphism of S. The action of K on X(K) preserves the Haar measure on X(K)
and from the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [D-1] we see that this action is free and we
obtain the following statement regarding its ergodicity.

3.0 LEMMA.
many elements.

A subgroup H of K acts ergodicly on X(K) iff H has infinitely

We form the corresponding virtual group X(K) x K (K).

3.1 THEOREM. If A is a countable group, then the strict homomorphism
F: (A x Z) A; F(x, a, n) a, has dense range.

Proof. We apply Lemma 1.4 using A x Z for G, and {1} x Z for H, so
that G/H is naturally isomorphic to A. Then F has dense range if and only if
the action of H on X(A x Z) is ergodic. Lemma 3.0 establishes that this action
is ergodic.

3.2 COROLLARY. If the action of A x Z on X(A x Z) is approximately
finite, then there is a homomorphism F: .o

_
A, with dense range.

Proof. The action is type II, since A Z is a freely acting infinite group.
Theorem 5, page 154, in [D-1] together with our Lemma 1.5 yield the result
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that -(A x Z) is isomorphic to (mod i.c.’s). Then Corollary 3.2 follows
from Lemma 1.6 using the homomorphism from Theorem 3.1.

3.3 COROLLARY. If A is a countable abelian group or afinite group, then there
is a homomorphism F: A, with dense range.

Proof. The result follows from Corollary 3.2, since the action of A x Z on
X(A x Z) is approximately finite if A is a finite group by Lemma 4.2, page 561,
in [D-2] or if A is abelian by Corollary 4.1, page 561, in [D-2].
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